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The heat and humidity of a South Carolina summer are upon us. While this 
summer looks very different than summers of recent—or distant—past, some things 
remain the same: 1) There is no cure for the Carolina heat quite like a cold glass 
of iced sweet tea; 2) South Carolinians are adept at overcoming challenges, and 
we will do so with the challenges of the current global pandemic; and 3) South 
Carolina Aviation Association remains steadfast in its commitment to actively 
promoting aviation growth through airport development and safety to meet the air 
transportation and economic development needs of South Carolina.

The summer is a great time for SCAA to shine with its mission-driven work. Each August, we celebrate the 
economic and educational impact of the aviation industry across the state during Aviation Week. In years past, 
Aviation Week saw large gatherings of airport officials, legislators, SC Aeronautics Commissioners, SCAA 
representatives and the public. While COVID-19 may prevent large events from occurring, rest assured the 
Aeronautics Commission and SCAA are hard at work, keeping the valuable impact of our state’s airports fresh 
in the minds of legislators and local communities through the “Helping SC Take Off Again” campaign deploying 
during Aviation Week 2020—August 15-22. For more information on Aviation Week, turn to page 8. One way 
individual pilots can get involved with Aviation Week while maintaining social distance and keeping up with 
public health and safety efforts is to participate in the “Keep Flying South Carolina” campaign. It’s simple! Plan 
flights to SC airports, snap a photo at each terminal, and share the image on social media with #keepflyingsc. I 
look forward to seeing your photos online and in a future issue of this newsletter. 

In addition to the forthcoming Aviation Week, SCAA has labored to aid airports in multiple ways in recent 
months. As we all braced for the impact of the initial COVID-19 shutdown, SC Aeronautics Commission 
Executive Director James Stephens and the association teamed up to bring regular updates via Airport Manager 
virtual meetings. To aid in planning for future budgetary needs, we launched a fuel survey to provide facts and 
figures on sales during the pandemic. To promote airport operations, SCAA also launched a “buy local” campaign 
exploring the many ways aviation enthusiasts can buy local when it comes to aviation, including fueling up, 
scheduling maintenance, performing flight operations and more at their home base airports. We have also 
examined how best to serve our corporate members, whose support is absolutely vital to our success. We began 
publishing the Corporate Spotlight, examining our business partners and their services, teams and successes, and 
it has been a pleasure to sing their praises in the regular electronic communications. Last but certainly not least, 
we continue to advance aviation in South Carolina through the SCAA scholarship program. The Scholarship 
Committee recently met to discuss the many outstanding applications received, and we will be sharing exciting 
news very soon about the 2020 Scholarship recipients. 

I believe aviation will be a key to our state’s economic recovery, and I invite you to contribute to that effort by 
continuing to fly safely, to continue serving your communities through your airport operations, and to continue 
meeting with your legislators about issues that impact our industry. Lastly, I continue to pray you and your loved 
ones remain healthy and safe. 

God Bless You All, 
Greg Jones

SC Aviation Association Update
Greg Jones, SCAA President
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SC Aeronautics Commission Update

Since mid-March, our country (and much of the world) has felt the devastating 
effects of COVID-19. Our economy was dealt a blow that we hadn’t felt in decades, 
and aviation seemed to have been an early economic target. We’ve seen massive 
reductions in passenger enplanements, we’ve seen general aviation slow immensely, 
and we’re now feeling the impacts on this industry at the state level. 

Here at the Aeronautics Commission, we went to a remote work environment 
almost immediately. State aircraft flights were cancelled, airport safety inspections 
were halted and we went into a support mode for airports. Although the staff went 
remote, our airport maintenance contractors still wanted to work. Because those contractors were primarily 
outside, we were able to continue to see some projects through to completion.

The legislative progress we were making throughout the current session was stopped when the legislature went 
home. Due to the economic impacts within South Carolina, those hints of progress are gone. Specifically, the 
Aeronautics Commission had asked for supplemental funding for the Commercial Airports, and, if funded, would 
have also allowed for the shifting of funds to meet additional needs at General Aviation Airports. However, 
because the additional funding will most likely not be discussed further by the legislature, we’ll be operating in 
this next fiscal year much the same as we have been for the last few years. 

In response to COVID-19, Congress enacted the CARES Act with a portion allocated for airports. For South 
Carolina, that meant an additional almost $100 million dollars for 100 percent grants and additional funding 
for normal Airport Improvement Project (AIP) matching. This additional funding will provide some relief on the 
State Aviation Fund (SAF) because these dollars eliminate the need for state matching funds. Because of this relief, 
what was planned to be spent in matching funds in the upcoming fiscal year will be held for future years. Some 
have asked we are holding these funds for the future. The answer is simple: COVID-19’s economic impacts will 
be felt in the SAF over the next two fiscal years. Fuel sales have been down across the state, and because of that, 
the fuel sales taxes are now less and will be for at least the next quarter. Because passenger traffic has been down 
at commercial service airports, and because air-carriers have reduced fleet sizes, the Airline Property Tax will also 
be down. However, the reduction here won’t be felt in the SAF until January of 2022.

Even though revenues to the SAF will be down, know that the South Carolina Aeronautics Commission is still 
here serving your aviation needs, commissioners are still here representing your specific airports to the legislature, 
and they’re still here working hard to make the airport system here in South Carolina the best that it can 
possibly be. 

In District 4, the legislative delegation has appointed Lara Kaufmann, associate director of Greenville Downtown 
Airport, as its new commissioner. Lara has been engaged in the development and growth of GMU for more than 
10 years. Since her arrival, much has been accomplished there for the betterment of all of aviation. Lara is the 
first woman to be appointed to the Commission, and we couldn’t have asked for a better Commissioner. Please 
welcome her, and don’t hesitate to engage her as she serves.

Blue Skies!
James
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Many thanks to Jim Hamilton – L.B. Owens Airport 
General Manager Christopher Eversmann, PE, 
AAE, MPA, for contributing the information for this 
update. 

As part of an 
FAA-funded 
Airport 
Improvement 
Program (AIP) 
project, CUB 
will experience 
taxilane 
closures 
through July. 
Three culvert pipe crossings beneath the taxilanes 
that serve Hangar Buildings F and G will be replaced 
to improve drainage. This requires temporary lane 
closure, one at a time, and remaining closures include:  

July 10 – July 23 – Taxilane west of Hangar F will be 
closed for construction, affecting hangars 71, 73, 75, 
77, 79, 81, 83 and 85. 

Jim Hamilton – L.B. Owens Airport 

On April 24, 1930, Owens Field, now known as Jim 
Hamilton – L.B. Owens Airport, was dedicated as 
South Carolina’s second public use airport. 

Though not a pilot, Columbia’s mayor, Dr. L.B. 
Owens, earned the moniker “The Flying Mayor” 
as the driving force behind the development of 
the facility. Owens Field represented a benchmark 
in intergovernmental cooperation with Richland 
County providing the land upon which the airport 
was developed. The airport was renamed in 2009 in 
recognition of the significant contributions by the 
longtime fixed base operator and airport manager, 
Mr. Jim Hamilton.

Visits by aviation legends such as Amelia Earhart, 
training of U.S. Navy V-5 Aviation Cadets, and the 
basing of the U.S. Army Air Force 105th Observation 
Squadron during World War II are a glimpse into the 
fascinating history of Jim Hamilton – L.B. Owens 
Airport. With a current annual economic impact to 
the region of over $16 million, the airport continues 
to make its mark as a significant transportation hub 
and economic development engine for Richland 
County.

Happy 90th Anniversary CUB! 

Fuel Survey: Your Input is Needed! 
A survey has been put together that will allow 
airports to input fuel sales data for the months of 
March through May. This information will only be 
shared with the SC Aeronautics Commission as they 
try and receive accurate data from the COVID-19 
pandemic. To complete the survey, go to 
scaaonline.com and click “COVID-19 Resources.” 
Airports may complete the survey multiple times.

Fairfield County Airport
S&S Aviation, the FBO at 
Fairfield County Airport in 
Winnsboro resumed fuel services 
in the fall of 2019. Jet A full 
service and 100/LL full service 
and self service are available.
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Airport News

Save the Date!
SCAA is planning its 43rd Annual Conference 
for February 24 – 26, 2021, at Sonesta Resort 
Hilton Head Island. On the agenda will be exciting 
opportunities to share success stories, to collaborate 
on South Carolina aviation’s issues, and to generate 
initiatives that advance the industry. 

SCAA is monitoring COVID-19 and will continue 
to do so throughout the planning process. Health 
and safety precautions, including social distancing 
measures are being included, and contingency plans 
are in place if needed. Your association is dedicated 
to preserving this experience for all members and will 
work to bring meaningful and memorable content to 
each and every attendee.



Horry County Department of Airports
The Southeast 
Chapter of 
the American 
Association 
of Airport 
Executives 
recently awarded 
Myrtle Beach 

International Airport the Architectural Award for 
General Aviation for its Transient Hangar, Apron 
and Taxilane Relocation. 

The Horry County Department of Airports and the 
MYR Fixed Base Operator, Beach Aviation Services, 
identified the need for a state-of-the-art hangar 
for use for transient business clients. The transient 
hangar project included construction of the 18,000 
square foot, 180’x100’ hangar and featured 
elaborate interior and exterior LED lighting, an 
eight-leaf bi-parting electric door, epoxy flooring, 
trench-drain style floor drains, and a full deluge 
and foam fire suppression system.

The project was recognized for its uniqueness, 
resourcefulness, pioneering use of materials 
equipment and methods, cost effectiveness and 
environmental considerations. 

The general contractor was Tungsten, LLC, and 
Patrick Ryan served as project manager. John 
Massey, P.E. of Talbert & Bright was the project 
engineer. The Wilson Group’s Tavis Pence, AIA, was 
the architect. The project took approximately seven 
months to complete. 
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Greenville Downtown Airport
Greenville Downtown 
Airport began its 
Taxiway B Rehabilitation 
and Straightening 
Project on July 13, 

2020, beginning at B1 and working North. The 
project is expected to take approximately 6 months 
to complete. The airport will issue NOTAMS 
throughout the process, as portions of the taxiway 
will be closed for construction throughout the 
project. Please check NOTAMS for updates. 

Aviation Industry News
NASAO Conference Goes Virtual
With the health and safety 
of attendees and exhibitors 
top of mind, National 
Association of State Aviation 
Officials (NASAO) recently 
made the decision to cancel 
its in-person annual event, reimagining it as a 
virtual Conference and Exposition. The event will 
span three days of education, networking and 
discovery and is scheduled for September 14 – 16, 
2020. Attendee registration starts at $30. Visit 
nasao2020.com for details and to register.

New Online Degree Program Offered
Kansas State University has expanded its aviation 
offerings to include an online bachelor’s degree 
geared for students who have previously earned 
aviation-related certificates, ratings, licensures or 
college credit.

Earlier this spring, a Bachelor of Science in 
aeronautical technology with a professional 
aviation option launched at Kansas State 
Polytechnic Campus. The online program 
combines a business and leadership emphasis 
with an aviation area of concentration in which 
the student already has experience. It is designed 
to provide a pathway for students to build on 
their training, advance their skills and complete a 
bachelor’s degree. Students can transfer in up to 
60 credit hours with up to 35 hours being in an 
aviation focus. To learn more call 785-826-2640 
or email polytechnic@k-state.edu.

Safety 1st Clean
The National Air Transportation Association 
(NATA) recently rolled out Safety 1st Clean, an 
infectious disease response cleaning standard for 
Fixed Base Operators (FBOs). The program is 
free to the public and provides general guidance 
on facility cleaning, disinfecting, and facility 
operations in response to a pandemic. The goal of 
this standard is to safeguard FBO team members, 
corporate assets, and the general flying public. 
To learn more and access the free standard, visit 
www.nata.aero.

Submissions wanted! Email scaa@scaaonline.com 
to share your airport news and updates.



Many years ago as an instrument rated private pilot, I had the opportunity 
to take a mountain flying course in the Colorado High Country. Fort Collins-
Loveland Municipal Airport, known today as Northern Colorado Regional 
Airport, was home to a Designated Pilot Examiner who knew every mountain 
peak and valley south of Cheyenne. After several days of intensive ground 
school and dual instruction in a Cessna 172RG Cutlass and an American 
Champion Citabria 7GCAA, I came away with a newfound respect for 
computing density altitudes and referencing aircraft performance charts.

Density altitude is formally defined as pressure altitude corrected for 
nonstandard temperature variations. Air density is affected by changes in 
altitude, temperature and humidity. A combination of high elevations, low 
atmospheric pressures, high temperatures and high humidity result in high 
density altitude.

High density altitude is never a good thing for your aircraft’s 
performance. An increase in density altitude adversely affects your 
aircraft’s performance by increasing takeoff distance, reducing rate of climb, 
increasing true air speed on approach, landing and increasing landing 
roll distance. In addition, high density altitude decreases the engine’s 
horsepower output. In normally aspirated engines, power and rate of climb 
are significantly diminished. A normally aspirated aircraft engine will lose 
approximately 3.5 percent horsepower for every 1,000-foot increase in 
density altitude. Given a density altitude of 9,000 feet, 32 percent of engine power is lost. So on takeoff, climbing 
out of ground effect is one challenge, and then attaining a sufficient climb rate to safely clear obstacles is another.

A Pilot’s Operating Handbook (POH) developed by the aircraft manufacturer 
is the pilot’s primary reference for aircraft performance information which is 
found in the operational data section. Aircraft 
manufactured earlier will have performance 
information found in the operational data 
section of the Aircraft Owner’s Manual. A 
Koch Chart can also be used to calculate 
the approximate temperature and altitude 
adjustments for aircraft takeoff distance if the 
airplane POH or Aircraft Owner’s Manual is 
unavailable.

Density altitude conditions for a given airport are available through many sources 
such as AWOS, 1800-WX-Brief, ForeFlight and some EFIS displays. Interestingly, 
with numerous online weather resources available, most pilots today self-brief 
weather. A prudent pilot will always obtain current density altitude information 
and calculate his aircraft performance values for even a brief, local flight. Making 
a go/nogo decision under pressure can be tough. A clear go/nogo decision should 
be made prior to boarding your airplane. 

The famous chef, Emeril Lagasse, would say, “Let’s kick it up a notch!” So, 
now let’s take a challenging high density altitude day and add a few more spicy 

To find the effect of 
altitude and temperature, 
connect the temperature 
and airport altitude by 
a straight line. Read the 
increase in takeoff distance 
and the decrease in rate of 
climb from standard sea 
level values.
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Density Altitude and You

Safety Update
provided by: 
Leo Berube, CFI, CFII, MEI
SCAA Board of Directors
FAASTeam Representative

Always keep the 
ball centered in 
the turn and bank 
indicator. Poor pilot 
technique will further 
diminish the aircraft 
takeoff and climb out 
performance.

Three environmental 
factors contributing to 

high density altitude:  
high elevation, 

high temperature 
and high humidity.



ingredients: a near maximum loaded airplane, a direct crosswind and a short grass 
field with trees at the departure end. Now, go to your POH. Do a careful weight and 
balance and then run those values through all the appropriate aircraft performance 
charts. The results show that things can get very dicey, very fast. Consequently, a firm 
nogo decision is made.

Before the sultry summer days arrive, become familiar with the challenges of high 
density altitude. Call your local flight instructor and schedule proficiency training for 
FAA Wings credits. An FAA approved Flight Training Device (FTD) is an excellent way 
to experience operating in high density altitude conditions. If an FTD is not available, 
loss of engine power from high density altitude can be duplicated by performing a 

reduced power takeoff – but only under the 
watchful eye of your CFI! If your airplane climbs 
at 1,500 feet per minute, then we can simulate 
departing from an airport with a much higher 
elevation by selecting a power setting from your 
aircraft POH that produces a 900 foot-per-
minute rate of climb. For a constant speed propeller, an appropriately lower 
manifold pressure value and RPM setting may be selected. ONLY attempt 
this exercise with an experienced CFI as your Safety Pilot! Select an airport 
with at least an 8,000-foot runway and clear of obstacles on both approach 
and departure ends. The takeoff roll will be noticeably longer due to slower 
acceleration speed. Obviously, the airplane will use a lot of runway. There 
is a strong temptation to rotate too early. When rotation speed is eventually 
reached, apply smooth back pressure to establish the normal pitch 

attitude. Remain patient and let the airplane fly itself off the runway. Since the aircraft is still in ground effect, 
any attempt to increase pitch attitude will result in the aircraft settling. Be certain to check the Turn and Bank 
Indicator and maintain coordinated flight. Keep the ball centered to optimize aircraft performance. Any sideslip 
or uncoordinated flight will significantly reduce the aircraft‘s takeoff and climb performance.

Landing in high density altitude conditions can also be a challenge. Pilots have 
a tendency to flare too early due to a faster approach speed. Landing rollouts 
will be much longer due to the faster ground speeds at touchdown. It’s a good 
idea to minimize or completely avoid excess drag when executing a rejected 
landing (a “go around”). Don’t extend flaps unless the landing is assured. Rapid 
retraction of flaps during a go around maneuver, especially in high density 
altitude conditions, will result in the aircraft settling. The NTSB files attest to 
many high density altitude accidents resulting from loss of control.

High density altitude is always bad aerodynamic karma and this article only scratches the surface of this 
topic. For more in-depth information, formulas and practical examples of operating in high density altitude 
environments, please refer to your aircraft Pilot Operations Handbook, the FAA Pilot’s Handbook of 
Aeronautical Knowledge and numerous other FAA references available through https://faasafety.gov.

In summary, it is imperative that pilots know how their airplanes fly and perform in high density altitude 
conditions. Failure to understand and respect the negative effects of density altitude has led many pilots into 
conditions that they and their aircraft could not manage. Savvy flight instructors can teach you safe piloting skills 
and proper engine leaning techniques. So, why not plan your next FAA WINGS Safety Flight around Density 
Altitude and You?

References:
FAA-P-8740-2 * AFS-8 (2008)
Airplane Flying Handbook, FAA-H-8083-3B 
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Weather related 
accidents can be 
significantly reduced by 
obtaining a standard 
weather briefing 
within two hours of 
a flight and then an 
update briefing within 
thirty minutes before 
departure.

Pressure Altitude 
is primarily used to 

compute aircraft 
performance and 

also for high altitude 
flight calculations.

Aviation Instructor’s Handbook, FAA-H-8083-9B
Pilot’s Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge, FAA-H-8083-25B
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SC Aviation Week is August 15–22
Aviation Week exists to promote airports and SC's aviation industry 
by highlighting the impacts our airports and related businesses have 
on our state's economy. The week is a partnership between the SC 
Aeronautics Commission and SCAA, and Gov. Henry McMaster has 
proclaimed August 15-22, 2020, South Carolina Aviation Week. 

While previous years have 
seen large gatherings in 
public spaces, this year's 
celebration of aviation 
in the state will look a 
little different due to the 
spread of the COVID-19 

pandemic. This year, SC Aviation Week will focus primarily on a 
media and legislative campaign to demonstrate how aviation is 
helping South Carolina take off again. SCAA is identifying and 
interviewing companies that use SC airports for transportation, 
supply chain and emergency management in times of crisis and 
beyond. Interviews with workforce development institutions will be 
included as well. These interviews will be packaged and deployed 
during Aviation Week, targeting airport communities to highlight 
the value of aviation and aviation-related businesses in those 
communities. 

Airports Wanted!
There is still time to include your airport in this initiative. Simply email scaa@scaaonline.com 
with information about the companies and individuals who use your airport on a regular 
basis. Let us help you tell your story through the words of those who view your airport as a 
crucial function of their business model.
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Keep Flying 
South 
Carolina!
South 
Carolina’s 
airports are 
operating and 
ready for you! 
In partnership 

with SC Aeronautics District 3 Commissioner Skeets 
Cooper, SCAA has developed the Keep Flying SC 
Campaign. 

This summer, pilots are encouraged to keep flying 
by planning flights to and from South Carolina’s 58 
publicly owned, public use airports. Participation in 
this program is simple: 

• Plan your flights between July 15 and August 15.
• Visit as many South Carolina airports as your 
schedule permits. 
• Snap a “selfie” of yourself and your crew at each 
airport terminal. 
• Share your photos on the social media outlet of 
your choice, using #keepflyingsc and #scaa. Be sure to 
include your favorite feature of each airport!

Entries will be shared in a future issue of Palmetto 
Aviation. Whether you have summer travel plans or 
want to use this program to practice operations, your 

SC Airports: 
Safe For Flight
This summer, 
SCAA is producing 
a video that 
highlights the 
health and safety 
precautions 
in place at 
South Carolina 
commercial 
airports. Aimed at 
the general public, the video will be used to encourage 
a return to air travel. The new normal includes round-
the-clock cleaning and disinfecting of high-touch 
surfaces and restrooms; prevalent social distancing 
reminders; myriad hand sanitizing stations; and 
strict adherence to health and safety guidelines by all 
personnel. Additionally, planes are being cleaned from 
ceiling to floor with disinfectants for passenger safety. 
SC commercial airports are safe for flight! 

Returning for its second year, the South Carolina AMT of 
the Year Award honors those who keep our state’s airports 
operating smoothly through aircraft maintenance, inspection 
and repair.

If you know an AMT who has demonstrated the ability to go 
above and beyond the call of duty, please nominate him or 
her via electronic form on the SCAA website. 

The winner will be recognized by SCAA and South Carolina 
Aeronautics Commission at his or her place of business 
during Aviation Week, August 15-22, 2020. A media release 
announcing the winner will be developed, providing an 
opportunity for positive media exposure for your airport 
and/or company. Nominations close July 17.

SC AMT of the Year to Be 
Awarded During Aviation Week

flights will contribute to South Carolina aviation. 
Keep flying to support your local airports while 
keeping your skills current. 

Need more information? Call 877-FLY SCAA or 
email scaa@scaaonline.com.



w
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SC Aviation Hall of Fame
Established in 1991, the South Carolina Aviation Hall of Fame 
honors pioneers and leaders in the aviation industry who have 
made significant contributions to the development, advancement 
or promotion of aviation and have close ties to the state of South 
Carolina. 

The S.C. Aviation Hall of Fame is on display at Jim Hamilton-L.B. 
Owens Airport in Columbia. The display is open to the public 
during all hours of terminal operation (6 a.m. – 10 p.m. daily).*

The next Hall of Fame Induction is scheduled for February 2021 
during the SCAA Annual Conference in Hilton Head. A Nomination 
form is available opposite this page. Nominations are due no later than November 1, 2020. To review the 
Aviation Hall of Fame policies and purpose, as well as the inductees, visit scaaonline.com. 

*Please confirm hours of operation by calling 803-771-7915.

Hall of Fame Consideration Criteria: 
• The nominee must be of good character.                                       
• The nominee may be living or deceased.
• The nominee’s contribution to aviation must be substantial and performed with a high degree of excellence, 
above and beyond the performance of the nominee’s vocation or political position.
• The nominee’s contribution may be a single gallant event or achievement over time that has made a positive 
lasting impact on aviation. A single gallant event will be defined as an event, which was brave, spirited and 
honorable. Examples are William Farrow and Ronald McNair.
• The nominee must have made their contribution to aviation in South Carolina. The nominee may have 
significant contributions to aviation not in South Carolina, but those will be considered secondary.
• Nominations must include verifiable documentation of the individual’s contribution to aviation to include no 
less than the following: a biographical resume (as detailed as possible) and documentation, clippings, citations, 
and awards regarding the contribution to aviation. Letters of reference may also be included for consideration.

Hall of Fame Spotlight: Rocky Gannon
Roland J. “Rocky” Gannon was inducted into the S.C. Aviation Hall of Fame and 
named South Carolina Aviator of the Year in 2001. He served as an international 
aviation consultant specializing in airports and air traffic control. In 1993, he retired as 
the executive director of the Florence Regional Airport. Prior to that position, Gannon 
was an independent aviation consultant in Washington, DC.

In 1980, Col. Gannon retired from the U.S. Air Force after 37 years of active duty. 
During that time, he flew more than 6,000 hours in 34 different types of aircraft, from 
bombers to transports and gliders to fighters.

He has 50 military awards and decorations, including the Distinguished Flying Cross, the Bronze Star, the 
Vietnamese Cross of Gallantry and 10 Air Medals. He flew as a combat pilot in World War II, Korea, Belgian 
Congo and 387 combat missions in Vietnam. After World War II, Gannon served three years in the occupation of 
Iwo Jima and Japan. He served 14 of his 37 years of service overseas

Gannon enlisted in the Army Air Corps in 1943, when he was a junior in high school. Originally from Ocean 
City, N.J., he was included in the 2011 book Legendary Locals of Ocean City by Fred and Susan Miller. 
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Jessica Trimble Takes on 
Aviation Maintenance
Since the Wright Brothers took flight in 1903, women have made 
significant contributions to aviation. From E. Lillian Todd, who 
designed and built aircraft in 1906, to Helen Richey, who became 
the first woman pilot for a U.S. commercial airline in 1934, 
women have assumed various vital roles in the industry. 

According to the Federal Aviation Administration, women 
make up approximately 4 percent of the workforce in the 
aviation industry’s male-dominated careers including mechanic, 
ground instructor, dispatcher and flight engineer. Previously, this 
figure was about one percent. Only 2.3 percent of all aviation 
mechanics are women. 

You can count Jessica Trimble among that small, but growing figure. 

Jessica knew at a very young age she wanted to 
work on airplanes. Her childhood was spent reading 
aerospace magazines, especially Light Sport Aircraft. 
Like many children, she loved building balsa wood 
airplanes. As she got older, she was fascinated 
listening to war veterans’ stories and attended every 
airshow possible. 

Aviation is in her blood. Jessica’s great-great 
grandfather flew Thunderbolts and Mustangs in 
World War II. Both her grandfather and uncle were 
drafted into the Vietnam war. Her grandfather flew 
B-52s and her uncle built runways in Vietnam. Her 
mother wanted to be a flight nurse as she loved 
helicopters, however, she had Jessica instead. 

Jessica is an aircraft mechanic for Koenig Aviation, which is located at Kershaw County Airport at Woodward 
Field. Koenig Aviation works primarily on older planes. Of course, parts are often hard to come by for these 
planes, thus, most of their business is on repairs and maintenance. “Wonderful” is the first word uttered by John 
Koenig, owner of the company, when asked to say a few words about Jessica. He described her as a “very hard-
working young lady.” Jessica in turn, gave accolades to John for 
training her how to weld and also use a lathe. 

When asked if she had been welcomed into a male-dominated 
field, Jessica graciously gave a pass to the heckling she received 
while in tech school. She said the boys had just graduated from 
high school and their actions towards her were immature, given 
their age. As a professional aviation maintenance technician, 
Jessica has always been welcomed in the hangers. She has not felt 
hindered by her gender. 

When asked what her future goals were, she said becoming an 
aircraft mechanic almost completely filled her bucket list. Her 
final goal is to obtain an Inspection Authorization. No one who 
knows Jessica doubts she will.

According to the Federal Aviation 
Administration, women make 
up approximately 4 percent of 
the workforce in the aviation 
industry’s male-dominated careers 
including mechanic, ground 
instructor, dispatcher and flight 
engineer.
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Buy Local – 
South Carolina 
Airports 
Campaign
To better assist airports 
weather the economic 
storm created by the 
COVID-19 pandemic, SCAA 
developed a campaign you 
can use to let your airport 
patrons know you are open 
for business and showing 
your airport tenants that you 
are in this together. 

This spring, SCAA released 
a series of graphics to raise 
awareness of the valuable 
services S.C. airports and 
aviation businesses provide 
to pilots and travelers. The 
images were shared via 
social media, were emailed 
to airports, and were added the to COVID-19 Resources page on SCAA’s website, scaaonline.com. You may 
download the materials to use them in your own social media and/or email campaign.

FOD Awareness
Following are photographs of a FOD collection site and FOD found at Greenville Downtown Airport in recent 
months. Are you collecting FOD at your airport? Send photos to scaa@scaaonline.com for inclusion in a future 
issue of Palmetto Aviation.
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Vision Becomes Reality: SC Aeronautical Training Center
Trident Technical College in Charleston has been training and teaching future aircraft mechanics since the 
late 1970s, beginning at the Charleston Air Force Base. While aeronautics is not new to the college, its newly 
constructed South Carolina Aeronautical Training Center has increased the field’s visibility. 

Barry Franco, Dean of Aeronautical Studies at Trident Technical College, attributes the development of this 
innovative learning center to the vision of the school’s president, Mary Thornley. In 2004, when The Boeing 
Corporation announced its newest jet in the 787 family would be assembled at the North Charleston plant, there 
was no question in Dr. Thornley’s mind of the growing need for aeronautics training and the projection that the 
area would become an aviation cluster. She wanted her school to be able to fulfill these needs, and so plans began. 

That vision became reality with the opening of the $80 million S.C. Aeronautical Training Center in the fall 
of 2019. “For South Carolina to have the ability to absorb the workforce requirements of suppliers as well as 
Boeing, we need added capacity to train workers. This new facility will position our state to meet the needs of the 
rapidly expanding aerospace cluster as well as other advanced manufacturing industries,” Dr. Thornley said. 

The three-story training facility is 218,000 square feet includes a 
ramp, two hangars with high bays to accommodate large aircraft 
training aids, 22 classrooms, 25 specialty labs, six flex-space labs 
and more. There are two conference rooms available for related 
business and community use. Physical tours were paused due to 
COVID-19, though a virtual tour is available by going to 
www.tridenttech.edu/SCATC.htm and clicking on “Request a 
tour of the SCATC” on the right side of your screen. 

Programs are available leading to associate degrees and 
continuing education certificates, as well as specialized training 
and seminars for major manufacturers in the region and the state. 

Aviation academic programs include Aircraft Assembly Technology, Aircraft Maintenance Technology and 
Avionics Maintenance Technology. The facility’s hangars have eliminated the impact of bad weather on student 
hands-on training. 

As virtual training is becoming the mainstay for the foreseeable future, the center is adapting. The Federal 
Aviation Administration has approved online study for the theory portion, and lab training is being reimagined to 
accommodate current health and safety guidelines. 

As with most industries, the virus has certainly had an impact on aerospace. Prior to the COVID-19 virus 
pandemic, employers were coming to the school, recruiting students before graduation. Dean Franco, however, is 
optimistic that as South Carolina recovers from the economic impacts of COVID-19, the Aeronautical Training 
Center will continue to prepare its students to accommodate industry needs.
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Safety Committee Update
The SCAA Safety Committee meets monthly to review 
safety initiatives and strategize the optimal way to 
share that information with South Carolina pilots. 

Typically, one of the committee’s responsibilities 
is to promote FAASTeam WINGS Safety Seminar 
presentations throughout the state. As the current 
global pandemic has prevented large gatherings, 
FAASTeam Representatives count themselves among 
the many individuals who have turned to virtual 
meeting spaces to continue their roles in our “new 
normal.” 

Safety Committee Chair and FAASTeam 
Representative Terry Connorton has been doing just 
that, offering a WINGS webinar on safety wire in May 
and a webinar covering aftermarket safety equipment 
in June. As South Carolina continues to observe social 
distancing guidelines, Connorton and other FAASTeam 
Representatives will continue to offer WINGS Program 
presentations on a virtual platform. For the most up-
to-date information on virtual WINGS training, search 
“Seminars & Webinars” at faasafety.gov or the events 
calendar at scaaonline.com.

FAASTeam Representatives who want to begin offering 
virtual WINGS Program training can contact 
scaa@scaaonline.com for assistance. 

The Safety Committee has also worked to develop 
a manual for airports to replicate the Community 
Aviation Program established at Spartanburg 
Downtown Memorial Airport in 2019. The program 
introduces students ages 15-20 to all aspects of 
the aviation industry, from safety to maintenance 
to airport management and more. The manual is 
available digitally on a USB drive, and any SC 
airport may request a free copy by emailing 
scaa@scaaonline.com. 
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